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Temples and Palaces in the Ancient Georgia:
Interpretation difficulties in the Context of the

Near Eastern Archaeology

A number of remains of the Antique period structures have been discovered in
last few decades in Georgia. Naturally except trying to date them one of the main
point is to identify their function.

Majority of those sites (buildings) is dated with high level of certainty which is
based on the analyses of found artifacts and using of new technologies. It seems
natural that discovered archaeological context and correct date has to help to define
correctly function of discovered sites (buildings), but surprisingly exactly in this field
scholars encounter difficulties.

I would argue that current situation in Georgian archaeology and history of
architecture reflects general situation in the Near Eastern Archaeology. Checking
relatively recently published literature on the Near Eastern archaeology and especially
history of architecture shows that in fact there is not one dominated (or commonly
shared) opinion about interpretation of excavated buildings or certain compositional
schemes. In many cases controversial opinions have been expressed.

As an example it can be indicated on the site Takht-i Sangin in Tajikistan. I.
Pichikian, archaeologist who excavated the site identified it as a fire temple, but this
opinion was criticized by P. Bernard.1 Different interpretations were suggested for
Square Hall in Old Nisa (G. Pugachenkova, G. Koshelenko).2 Speaking about earlier
period it is obvious that there are controversial hypotheses about those structures
discovered on the territory of ancient Iran which had been interpreted as temples,
especially fire temples and tower buildings (K. Schipmann, Cl. Rapin, etc).3 Even
conventional interpretation of Persopolis as a royal residence was argued and
proposed hypotheses that it was a ritual city (A. U. Pope).4

In Georgia a situation is the same. That is confirmed by a number of articles
where authors expressing their reservations on functional interpretation of some
discovered structures (sites).

A good example to illustrate this is Uplistsikhe where totally different
interpretations are suggested for majority of rock-hewn structures – palaces/residences
(K. Melitauri,5  D. Khakhutaishvili6), temples (T. Sanikidze,7  K. Khimshiashvili8),
tombs (G. Kipiani9) or even a library (G. Kipiani10).

Interpretation of Tsikhia Gora site as fire temple by Georgian scholars (I.
Gagoshidze,11 G. Kipiani,12 K. Khimshiashvili13) became subject of discussion by
foreign colleagues during conference in 1997 organized by the Center for
Archaeological Studies. They found possible to interpret the site as a palace.

I. Gagoshidze interpreted Dedoplis Mindori site as a temenos (temple site)14,
but O. Lorkipanidze15 and N. Apkhzava16 expressed their reservations and indicate
that the interpretation can be different.

Probably reason for different opinions on interpretation of sites that have been
regarded as fire temples can be explained by distinct contrast between Tsikhia Gora
and Dedoplis Mindori. At Tsikhia Gora archaeologists discovered whole range
subsidiary structures like a barn, a “mill”, a wine-cellar (marani), residential
(dwelling) structures for priests or servants while at Dedoplis Mindori site precinct



nothing like this has been discovered, at least until now. This difference between two
sites, even nobody has indicated specially on it can hint to and became a clue for some
important conclusions.

A. Bokhochadze found possible to interpret a mosaic floor bath discovered at
Dzalisi as a bath-temple.17 This opinion raises many doubts.

All above-mentioned facts show how limited is our knowledge of the Antique
period society, its beliefs, and its daily life.

I would like to finish with the same statement as I started: examples
demonstrate that Georgian archaeology and history of architecture of the Antique
period face the same difficulties and follow the same way as the archaeology of the
Ancient Near East. I hope that further study of sites, buildings and structures
discovered in Georgia can become a key for finding answers on many questions of the
Near Eastern archaeology.
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